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ABSTRACT 
Starting from a IV*-covariant system (M,/?, A x,G) we construct a new covariant system, where 
the locally compact group is G but where the von Neumann algebra itself is a crossed product. We 
show that the crossed products associated with those two covariant systems are spatially 
isomorphic. We further give some deeper insight in this result by relating it to a general theorem on 
induction in stages. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Let A and G be Hausdorff topological groups and let a be a continuous 
action of G on A. This means that the mapping 
G-+Aut A : s-+as 
is a homomorphism and that 
GxA+A : (s,a)+a&z) 
is continuous with respect to the product topology on G x A. We denote by 
A xaG the semi-direct product of A and G, where multiplication is defined by 
(a, s)(b, t) = (a,- ‘(a)& st). 
The inverse of (cz,s)~A x,G is then (a&z-‘),s-‘). 
We suppose from now on that A and G are locally compact and we fix left 
Haar measures on A and G, denoted by &(a) and d&i) respectively. The left 
Haar measure on A xaG is then given by dv(a)d&). 
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1.2. Let now (M,/3,N) be a W*-covariant system, so M is a von Neumann 
algebra acting on a Hilbert space J? and p is a strongly continuous action of the 
locally compact group H on M. With such a covariant system one associates a 
von Neumann algebra, M@H, which is called the crossed product of M by H 
with respect to the action p. This crossed product acts on the Hilbert space 
Y2(z:) which is the completion of the vector space C,(sN) of continuous 
functions f : H+X; with compact support in H, and with inner product 
<fi,fi> = s (fl(h),fi(h))dh, 
H 
where dh is a fixed left Haar measure on H. Finally, M@p H is generated by the 
family of operators {n&Q X(h); XE kf, h E H}, where 
(vddf )(N = Pk ‘(x)f(M 
We recall ([8], 1.2.2) that U2(SH) is isomorphic with X@@(H) and that 
under this isomorphism the operator X(h) goes to 1 @A(h), where il denotes the 
left regular representation of H. For further details concerning crossed 
products of von Neumann algebras we refer to [7], [8]. 
1.3. We consider now the covariant system (M, /3, A xa G) and we suppose that 
/? is unitarily implemented. So, there exists for every (4s) EA xa G a unitary 
operator v(,~) in 5?(x) such that 
and (~,s)-+v(,~) is continuous. We recall that this is not really a restriction as 
one can always find a faithful normal representation of Min which the action is 
unitarily implemented. 
1.4. Starting from (M,j3,A x,G) we will construct a new covariant system, 
where the locally compact group will be G but where the von Neumann algebra 
itself will be a crossed product. We will show that the crossed products 
associated with these two covariant systems are spatially isomorphic. This result 
is already mentioned without proof in [2]. As a direct proof is not entirely 
trivial and, as far as we know, does not exist in the literature, we find it 
necessary to give full details. Furthermore we will give some applications and 
will show that the theorem is essentially a result on induction in stages as 
described in [5], [6]. 
We would like to thank Dana Williams of the University of Berkeley, 
California, for valuable discussions concerning this work. 
2. THEMAINRESULT 
2.1. DEFINITION. We define an action K of A on M by K~ = &+ In this way 
(M, K,A) becomes a covariant system and we construct the crossed product 
M&A acting on Y2(XA), which is isomorphic with Z@Y2(A). We will 
define now a new action of G on the von Neumann algebra M&A. 
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Let us, SE G, be the unitary operator given by 
w-)(a) = cm3 - ff(ai ‘(a)), 
f~ U2(A), SE G, a E A and 6(as) is the modulus of the action cys, (see [3], 
Section 2, p. 414). Then 
6s: B(U2(A))- L8(U2(A)) : y-+usyu,* 
defines a strongly continuous action of G on ii?(U2(A)). In particular we have: 
&@(a)) = A(@)), where A is the left regular representation of A. So d is in fact 
an action of G on .,&(A), the von Neumann algebra of the left regular 
representation of A. ([3], Lemma 2.2 and Definition 2.3.) 
2.2. DEFINITION. We define a strongly continuous action y of G on 
MO g’(p2(A 1) by 
Remark that by ([8], Proposition 1.3.3) y is indeed a strongly continuous action. 
We also see that ys is unitarily implemented by v(,~) @ us. 
2.3. LEMMA. For xEA4, SEC, acA we have: 
Ysw4X)) = d4e,s,w 
r&)) = i;(as(aN. 
So y is an action of G on M&A. 
PROOF. For r E C,(X, A), b E A we obtain: 
bmc(m)@) = wce,s, 0 e-dwi’e,s) 0 4%)@) 
= vce,s,((~Kw(V&) 0 Gxms- ‘m&as) -+ 
= vce,s,&; ‘(b- ~,,e,(XM(V&, 0 ax%- ‘@W(ad - * 
= vce,s,P(a,-‘(b-~),e)(X)V~,s)(~(~)) 
=B(a;l(b-I),st(x)(r(b)) 
and 
Y&N = (V(w) 0 Ml 0 L(4)($,,) 0 u:> 
= 1 @&(A(a)) 
= 10 L(as(a)) 
= ;2(a&)). 
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In the calculations above we have made free use of the isomorphism between 
U2(&4) and X@ P(A). 
2.4. THEOREM. The crossed products M@a(A xa G) and (M&A)@, G are 
spatially isomorphic. 
PROOF. The Hilbert spaces U2(&kl xaG) and @(P2(Z:)),G) are 
isometrically isomorphic by 
(( ~f)W)(4 =f(a, s); f E GW: ~a (3. 
NOW, M@a (A xa G) is generated by operators of the form R&), x(a, e) and 
@e, s); x E M, a E A, s E G; while (M&A) @ G is generated by operators of the 
form K,&(X)), z&a)) and A(s); XE M, a EA, s E G. 
Forf~C&Qlx,G), LEG, SEA we have: 
so 
V*R,(R~(X))V= RB(X), for every XE M. 
Also: 
so 
((7ly(X(a))'Vf)(t))(b)=(v;'(X(a))(vf)(t))(b) 
=(;Z(a;'(a))(~f)(t))(b) 
= (Vf )(o(a; ‘(a - ‘lb) 
=f(a;‘(a-‘)bJ) 
=f ((a - *, e)(h 9) 
= (%a, elf )(b, t) 
= (( @4 4f )(t))(b), 
V*7r,(X(a)) V= X(a, e), for every a EA. 
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Finally: 
so that 
=f((e, s - l), VA 0) 
= Gk 4f)(b, 0 
= ((@e, df)W(~)~ 
V*&s) V= j(e, s) for every s E G. 
This proves the theorem. 
2.5. COROLLARY ([3], 2.6.) &(4)&G is spatially isomorphic with 
JY(A xa G). 
PROOF. As C @PH is spatially isomorphic with J(H) for any locally compact 
group H, where j3 is necessarily trivial, this follows immediately from Theorem 
2.4. 
2.6. REMARK. As was already observed in [2], Theorem 2.4 gives a non-trivial 
example of two different covariant systems with “same” crossed product. 
2.7. As an application of the preceding considerations we take now two 
covariant systems (MB’, G) and (M, y l, H), where /3’ and y r are unitarily 
implemented in the following way: 
&(x)=bsxb,*; SEG, XEM, 
y;(x)=chxch*; hE:H, XEM. 
We suppose moreover that G acts on H by an action a, and that 
(*) Chbs = bsca,-‘(h). 
Then we define an action 6 of H x0 G on A4 by 
&dX) =/-h’fi(x)). 
Using (*) we easily verify that 6 is indeed a homomorphism. 
So we can conclude that the von Neumann algebra M&(Hx,G) (or 
equivalently (M&H) @r G, where &= 6(e,S), SE G, and y is defined as in 
Definition 2.2), is the von Neumann algebra one associates in a natural way to 
the data of two covariant systems with same von Neumann algebra. This 
answers a question raised by Professor A. Hirschfeld during a meeting of the 
Belgian Functional Analysis Club. 
2.8. REMARK. The isomorphism obtained in Theorem 2.4, between 
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(M&A) BY G and MQ(A xa G) might be useful when analyzing a situation 
where A and G are abelian but A xa G is not. However we have not investigated 
this matter. 
2.9. REMARK. A result which is similar to Theorem 2.4, but in the context of 
Banach*-algebras, has been obtained by Busby and Smith ([I], Theorem 2.3). 
3. THECONVERSESITUATION 
Up till now we have associated to a covariant system where the group is a 
semi-direct product, a new covariant system where the von Neumann algebra is 
a crossed product. We now proceed to examine the converse situation. 
Let (M&4, y, G) be a covariant system such that 
(1) y&4)) c&4) for every s E G, 
(2) y&p(M)) c Q(M) for every s E G. 
Here M acts on the Hilbert space X and MOpA acts on @(&4). Suppose 
again that y and ji are unitarily implemented, so 
and 
yS(y) = csyc,* for y E M&A, SE G 
/L(x) = b,xb,* for every x E M, a E A, 
where s+cs and a+ba are strongly continuous. 
3.1. DEFINITION. We define a continuous action (r of G on A by 
XMa)) = y&O). 
In the next lemma we will show that (II is indeed a continuous action. 
3.2, LEMMA. The mapping a given by the preceding definition yields a 
continuous action of G on A. 
PROOF. The fact that a is well-defined and satisfies ast= aso or, ok = 1 and 
as(ab) = as(a) as(a - ‘) = (a,(a)) - * for every s, t E G and a, b E A, follows 
easily from the properties of 2 and y. 
Finally we show that the mapping 
A xa G-+A : (a,@-+&(a) 
is continuous. Fix (ao,so) in A xaG and let f be an element of C,(&4). Then 
II t%cr,W) - bo(aONlf II = II (rd%aN - rd~(aoNlf II 
5 II tcs%a>c,* - c&a)c~)f II + II (c&a)c~ - c&o)c$f II 
+ 11 tcJ(ao)c~ - cJ(ao)c~)f )I . 
This last sum can be made arbitrary small by the strong continuity of 1 and 
s-+cs. As X(a) can be identified with lOA( aEA, and as 1 is a homeo- 
morphism on its range, this proves the lemma. 
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3.3. DEFINITION. Now we define an action 6 of A xa G on M by 
(**) m3&,dxN = YsMlw)N, 
x E M, (0, S) E A xa G. Again, the next lemma will show that this relation yields a 
well-defined strongly continuous action of A xa G on M. 
3.4. LEMMA. The mapping 6: A xa G+AutM, gives a strongly continuous 
action of the group A X~ G on the von Neumann algebra M. 
PROOF. The mapping 6 is well-defined for (a, s) = (b, t) implies rr~(~&)(x)) 
= ?rp(6(b,t)(x)) and the faithfulness of ?rfi ([8], 1.2.5) gives r&&x) =&Q(X), for 
every x E M. 
Let now (a,~), (b, t) E A xa G, XE M, then we have: 
‘W@(wM, dx)) = ‘W(&; ‘(a)b,&)) 
= b&d/k ‘(a)b(X))) 
= ysr(l(a; ‘(a)b)q(x)X(a; ‘(a)b)*) 
= ys(X(a))ysr(;i(b))yst(np(x))yst(X(b)*)ys(X(a)*) 
= ys(?L(a))vst(~s~b(X)))Ys(X(a)*) 
= vs(X(a))v,(ns(~(b.a(x)))rXX(a)*) 
= nB(6(a,s)(6(b,t)(x))). 
So, by the faithfulness of ng this shows that 6 is a homomorphism. It is easy to 
show that for every (0,s) EA x,G 6 is a *-automorphism, so we omit the 
calculations. Finally the strong continuity of 6 follows by a similar argument as 
the continuity of a, using the unitary implementation of y and p, and the fact 
that 71~ is homeomorphic on its range. 
3.5. CONCLUSION. The mappings a and 6 defined in 3.1 and 3.3 make 
(M, &A xaG) into a covariant system, and M&r (A xa G) is spatially 
isomorphic with (M&A) BY G. 
4. THERELATIONWITH INDUCTION INSTAGES 
We recall briefly the main definitions of the general induction theory 
presented in [5], [6]. As in the preceding sections all topological groups which 
occur are supposed to be Hausdorff. Let now H be any topological group and 
let Ho be a closed subgroup. If there exists a normal closed subgroup N of H, 
contained in Ho, such that G = H/N is locally compact, then we say that (H, HO) 
is an induction pair. We denote Ho/N by BC G. We remark that in general B 
need not be normal in G but for this section it is sufficient to restrict ourself to 
this particular case. We fix left Haar measures ,U and vo on G and B respectively, 
with modular functions d and 60. 
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4.1. DEFINITION. Let @&HO) be an induction pair and let S be a unitary, 
strongly continuous representation of the subgroup HO of H on the Hilbert 
space X. We denote by Y(%H,Ho) the vector space of continuous functions 
f : H-2 satisfying: 
1”) f(ht) = S(t)*f(h)60(i)td(i)-: for every h E H and TV Ho (here t denotes the 
image of t in G); 
2”) f “: G/B-‘lR: hB+ IIf(h)I/ h as compact support in G/B. We define an inner 
product in X(X H, Ho) by 
where c is the left Haar measure on G/B characterized by the relation 
b fo(~)&W = ,s, &(sB) kfoW)dvo(b) 
for every continuous functionfo on G with compact support. Finally we denote 
by Y2(xH, Ho) the completion of X(X,:, Ho) with respect to this inner 
product. 
4.2. DEFINITION. Let (H, HO) be an induction pair and S a strongly continuous 
unitary representation of HO on X Then we define the representation of H 
induced by S, denoted IndH,tH(S), by the relation 
where f E A!(& H, HO); h, h 1 E H. 
If M(S) is the von Neumann algebra generated in 9(X”) by {S(t); t tz HO) then 
we denote by Yl(A&!Q; H, Ho) the von Neumann algebra generated by 
(IndH,tH(S)(h); h E H} in S(U2(X H, Ho)). 
Now we have the following theorem on induction in stages. 
4.3. THEOREM. (151, ThCoreme 7 and Corollary 8). Let (H, HO) be an induction 
pair and let L be a closed (normal) subgroup of H containing Ho. Let S be a 
strongly continuous unitary representation of Ho and put V= IndH,tL(S), then 
IndH,t&S) and IndL.tH( v) are equivalent. Moreover, the von Neumann algebra 
Y(iV((s); H, Ho) is spatially isomorphic with R&f(IndH,,tL(S)); H,L). 
We will show that Theorem 2.4 can be derived from the preceding one, hence 
showing that Theorem 2.4 is essentially a result on induction in stages. 
4.4. We make now some general considerations. Let (A4,/3, G) be a covariant 
system and let U be any subgroup of the unitary group @(M), invariant under 
the action p. Suppose further that 1 E U and that U generates M, i.e. U” = M. 
We form the semi-direct product Ux,y G, with multiplication 
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and identity (1, e). Then we define unitary operators x(u,s), (u,s) E uxpG, 
acting on Y2(& G) by 
f E Cc(z G); (u,s) E UX~ G, f~ G. Remark that x is a homomorphism and that 
the von Neumann algebra {x(u,s); (u,s) E I/xb G)” is equal to M&G. 
Moreover, every covariant system @4,/I, G) gives rise to an induction pair, 
namely (%(M) xbG, q(M)). Considering the identity representation, id, on 
@c(M) we obtain that Y(A4(id); g(M) xg G, q(M)) is spatially isomorphic with 
A4@ G. (This is [4], Proposition 1.7). Also (U xb G, U) is an induction pair and 
we can consider Y(M(id); UxpG, U). Then using the isomorphism between 
U2(Z G) and L?*(.Z UxaG, U) we see that x(u,s) is nothing else but 
Ind g(~)t U/(M) XBG(id)(u,s). So Y(&f(id); UXp G, U) is spatially isomorphic with 
T(M(id); ?V(M) xp G, e(M)). 
4.5. By the preceding considerations and ([5], Example 9.b) we know that the 
von Neumann algebra M@a (A xa G) of Theorem 2.4; is spatially isomorphic 
with Y(M(id); %(M) x~(A xa G), q(M)). Also (M&A) my G is spatially 
isomorphic with 
Now, applying the theorem on induction in stages (4.3) we find that 
WWd); WW xg (A xu G), WM)) 
is spatially isomorphic with 
To prove the isomorphism between the von Neumann algebras (*) and (**) we 
make several remarks. 
4.6. First, putting Ui = (?L(u)7cK(u); SEA, UE e(M)}, we see that 
is spatially isomorphic with 
In what follows we will identify U2(x:A) and U2(S %(M) xKA, q(M)) hence 
also &z)nK(u) and Ind +J(,w)~ ~(,w)x,A(id)(u, a); u E %(M), a EA. 
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4.7. LEMMA. The Hilbert spaces 
c!?2(Y2(i%A), Ul xy G, Ul) 
and 
Y2(Jf2(%:A), Q(M) xg (A xa G), Wb4) x,cA) 
are isometrically isomorphic. 
PROOF. The mapping W : f E X(U2(;rt: A), Ui xY G, Ul) to Wf, defined by 
Wf: ~(M)xg(AxaG)+cY2(~A) 
(u, (a, s)) +fG@)=449 SIB 
yields the required isomorphism. Indeed, one easily verifies that wf 
E Y(l;p2(S A), @(M) xp (A xa G), %(M) xKA) and 
So, the only thing left to prove is the surjectivity of W. But, if 
t E Y(U2(X A), WM) x&4 xa G), WM) &A) 
then fr, defined by 
ft; : u1 xyG+Y2(~A) : (x(a)71K(u),s)-‘~K(u)*;2(a)*r(l,(e,s)), 
satisfies Wfc= <. This proves the lemma. 
4.8. THEOREM. The von Neumann algebras 
7-M 
cc 
Ind (id) ; Ul xy G, Ul 
P(M)T -v/(M) x,A > > 
and 
Ind 
*(M)t u/(M) x,A 
xp (A xa G), WM) xx A 
> 
are spatially isomorphic, showing that the result of Theorem 2.4 can be 
interpreted as a result on induction in stages. 
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PROOF. Take f E LV(Y~(~;W;;A), Ul X, G, 6); 04 (4 a, (v, (6, t)) E *‘l/(M) 
xp(A xaG), then we have 
( 
Ind Ind 
r(.u)x,AT #(M)xg(A x,G) ( V(M)T .(M) x,A 
W))(u, (wNJY~)(v, (b, 0) 
= ( Wf)(h (4 s))- ‘(v, (b9 0)) 
= (ww@,s,@*), (as@ - 99 s - WV9 (h 0)) 
= (wf)(D~,:)(p(a,s,(u*))v, (al- Is@ - ‘n @I$ - W) 
=(wf)(P((I,-l,(b-‘)4t-Is)(U*)V,(ar-Is(a- ‘)b,s-‘t)) 
=f(X(at-Is(a-‘)~)n,(P(,-I,(b-l)a,,-’s)(U*)V,S-’t). 
On the other hand, we also have: 
= Ind (id)(&7Mu),s)f (%bMv), t) 
u,tu, X,G > 
=f((rs(7cK(u*)X(a)*),s-‘)(X(b)~K(VX Q) 
=f(yr- Is(n.(U*);Z(a)*);Z(b)IrK(v), .s - 9) 
=f(nK(P(e,t-‘s)(U*))X(a*-Is(a-1)b)71K(V),S-1t) 
=AX(at-Is(a-‘)b)T1~(Kb-la,-1,(a-’)(P(e,t~Is)(u*))v,s-‘t) 
=f(&Ws@ - ‘)b)nK(Pb-‘cr,-I,(a),e)(e,r-ls)(U*)V,S - ‘t) 
=f(X(at-Is(a-‘)b)nrc(8(a,-,,(b-‘)a,r-ls)(U*)V,S- ‘t). 
= Ind W) 04 (4 4). 
ti(M)x,At r/(M)xg(A x,C) > 
This proves our assertion. 
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